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Foreword 

OEMs will also have to provide clarity
and education to their customers
about how they will plan to use their
data to win customer trust. In short,
many OEMs and their retail networks
will need to revisit their business
model to navigate the future
European Aftersales Roadmap. 

That roadmap must consider the
shift from private car ownership to
mobility services. What if OEMs
could monitor incoming data from
mobility fleets to access insights
about the unique condition of each
asset? What if the retail networks
take advantage of the many new
revenue streams associated with the
connected car? This is the future. 

What if automotive call centres could
tap into insights gained by
structured or unstructured data like
social media and blog posts to better

and more quickly answer customer
or technician queries? The
possibilities for transforming car and
customer generated data into
valuable products and services are
endless. 

At MSXI, we are actively involved in
helping our customers design
roadmaps to navigate this quickly
changing data-driven landscape.
Moving forward will require constant
adjustments, vigilance and adaption.
We will likely be blown off course
from time to time. We will have to
adapt our strategies to local markets.
But ultimately, the connected car and
all that comes with it in terms of data
driven intelligence is a win-win
proposition for everyone navigating
the future automotive space.

Paul Dyer 
MSX International

The connected car is finally coming of age in the era of
digitalisation. Many of us are already driving cars equipped with
more than 40 microprocessors, and 250 sensors and cameras
generating about 300 megabytes of vehicle and personal data
per second – related to safety, wear and tear, defects,
infotainment and navigation. About 88% of this data is currently
unused. Imagine you wanted to cross a street, but only had 12%
visibility. Would you cross it? Probably not. But today most OEMs
are doing just that – making business critical decisions without full
access to quality data.

“Imagine you wanted to cross a street, but
only had 12% visibility. Would you cross it?
Probably not. But today most OEMs are
doing just that – making business critical

decisions without full access to quality data“



Introduction

Customer retention and profitability
will emerge as key parameters in the
aftersales arena featured against a
critical context of both increased
motorist and vehicle connectivity. 
This report aims to explore the
dynamics of the European aftersales
sector and the implications for the
decade ahead. Through a series of
interviews with thought leaders from
across the industry, the report will
look to provide expert opinions on a
number of significant factors affecting
the future of aftersales in the
automotive sector.

The factors to be explored include the
following:

Consumer contact – as the next few
years unfold, how will European car
owners look to stay informed in terms
of aftersales requirements? Are there
likely to be regional differences across
Europe? Critically, what will data
legislation permit? 

The future for the connected car – are
we moving to an era where vehicles in
Europe will be able to report their
servicing needs and how will this work
in terms of a car diagnosing its
current and possibly future status?
How widely will this information be
shared by automotive manufacturers
and fundamental to this proposition, is
data coverage in Europe of a sufficient
quality and coverage to allow
fulfilment of this aim?

Staffing for the future – with a
foreseeable rise in the movement
toward connected cars, the
implications for the automotive
workshops of the future are
substantial. How will staffing needs
change? How will this affect training
requirements? Can this work on a pan
European basis?

Service network infrastructure – the
franchised automotive network in
Europe may be set for change if
driverless vehicles can take
themselves to the workshop. How is
this likely to work, will a new model be

needed across Europe? In this more
connected market, will third party
players gain more ground?

Advanced technology developments
– the requirements for automotive
servicing are likely to alter
substantially as advanced vehicle
technologies accelerate. Will vehicles
in Europe start initiating their own
service requirements and how will the
serviceable areas of a car start to
change? Retailers and manufacturers
will need to consider how to plan for
this eventuality as well as the effects
on costs and margin structures. 

Parts supply – parts distribution may
increasingly fall into the hands of
larger specialist operations across
Europe. How will this affect the
OEM/retailer parts business model?
With a greater reliance on software
coming into play how will parts
inventories change? 

With new car sale volumes under pressure in many parts of Europe,
aftersales as a driver of overhead absorption will remain of critical
importance. Demographic and consumer changes mean the
expectations of European motorists are continually shifting. As car
owners become more demanding aftersales companies that offer
value-added, personalised service will retain the competitive edge.
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“Customer retention
and profitability will

emerge as key
parameters in the
aftersales arena

featured against a
critical context of

both increased
motorist and vehicle

connectivity“

Connected cars require a paradigm shift to connected retail.

The evolution of connected cars, digitalisation, regulatory changes and new ideas 

about mobility require a paradigm shift in automotive retail. The MSXI Connected 

Retail Strategy is based on deep industry experience and advanced analytics.  

We leverage vehicle, financial and customer data to optimise your retail 

processes and close the skill-gaps of your sales and service personnel in order 

to measurably improve the customer experience at all touch points. The result is 

greater brand loyalty and increased revenue. MSXI understands your needs, and 

the needs of your customers. Find out more about our innovative retail solutions 

for global automotive clients: www.msxi.com

FROM SELLING CARS TO  

INTEGRATED CUSTOMER 

EXPERIENCES 



Connecting the Consumer

The use of telematics or telemetry
means manufacturers can send a
message directly to a car or
smartphone reminding the motorist
their specific vehicle is due for an oil
change or service and recommend a
franchised retailer and particular
products or service packages.
Increasingly, telemetry will also form the
basis for predictive maintenance. As all
new cars in Europe will soon have
telemetry boxes fitted as standard,
many manufacturers are now looking
more coherently at the commercial
opportunities this can open up.

Connected penetration
Many market analysts forecast
connected cars will achieve mass-
market penetration over the next few

years. It is estimated the overall
number of vehicles with built-in

internet connectivity will
increase from roughly 10% of
the market at present to
90% by the end of the
decade.

An Accenture study, Driving
Automotive Growth through

Opportunities in the Digital
World (2016), established the

weakest areas of the car buying
process in terms of digital

experiences from a consumer
perspective remains aftersales. Roughly
a quarter of French respondents, and
just over a fifth of German drivers
agreed that aftersales is the weakest
part of the process. Just over 40% of
total respondents said they would like
mobile phone reminders for annual
service maintenance check-ups.

Research published by Kantar
WorldpanelComTech (2016) showed
mobile penetration in Europe’s largest
five countries has now reached more
than 90% and almost three quarters of
European consumers now own a
smartphone. In this context, motorists 
in Europe now appear ready for a 
digital revolution in aftersales
communication. 

Consumer surveys indicate motorists
are receptive to new methods of
communication from OEMs and
retailers. For example, an UK survey of
more than 2,000 car owners found that
over 60% would prefer to book a
service or MOT without physically
speaking to an aftersales department.
More significantly, of those stating they
would prefer to book in online, a
growing proportion revealed they would
prefer to do so via a mobile device, for
smartphone 21% and for tablet 19%. 

Online booking
A Boston Consulting Group study
(2016) including consumer research in
China, France, Germany and the USA
found that motorists were particularly
interested in accessing owner’s manuals
(66% to 84% of respondents) and
instructions on regular maintenance
online that can be carried out on a DIY
basis at home (79% to 91% of
respondents). Consumers were
generally found to be willing to
experiment with “digitally enabled
service scheduling”. A Cap Gemini
study, Cars Online 2015, surveying over
7,000 consumers in France, Germany,
the UK (along with Brazil, China, India
and the USA) revealed that interest in
connected vehicles is high. Almost 50%
of car owners stated they already use
connectivity features or would like to do
so with their next car.

OEMs continue to experiment with new
digital methods of communication to
reach car owners. Indeed, premium
OEM players have already dedicated
significant investment into connected
cars. For example, Mercedes-Benz
launched its “Mercedes me” online
platform in 2014, featuring an
embedded communication module with
an integrated sim. The system is
touchpad operated and recognises
multi-fingered input gestures. BMW’s
ConnectedDrive offers a wide range of
services including a 24/7 call centre,
smartphone-controlled remote control
functions and automatic maintenance
services. 

With estimates that manufacturers and car retailers in Europe now
generate up to around three quarters of their profits from aftersales,
it is becoming even more critical that OEMs and their franchised
retailers listen to customers and provide the goods and services
required. Connected cars and dedicated smartphone apps offer an
unprecedented opportunity to forge one-to-one relationships with
car owners and provide customer specific targeted information.

Mainstream car brands are now
following suit. In the UK, for example,
Volkswagen has recently launched an
app giving owners the opportunity to
access their vehicle service records
and track workshop bookings. The
app aims to deliver a smartphone
optimised portal providing an end-to-
end service for its customers.

From 2017 Honda is installing a
connectivity package into its new
Civic model across Europe. According
to Honda Europe general manager
Jean-Marc Streng, speaking to TU-
Automotive, “We currently have a
new project called MyHonda because
we want to have a tool installed in our
vehicle. This dongle will give us many
more applications we can provide for
the customer.... to include vehicle
information, data streamed from the
car, the ability to directly call into the
dealerships in the event of an
emergency while we will be able to
understand exactly what has
happened to the vehicle.” Mr Streng is
forecasting an entirely different
commercial relationship between car
manufacturers and their customers
through connectivity. “We would like
to use the data from the dongle to
give us additional information on car
usage and this information will be in
real-time. That’s a change because all
the current CRM information is only
used for new car activity and not for
aftersales customer care.”

David Baddeley, operations director,
Volvo Cars strongly believes
“customers will increasingly adopt or
require the industry to adopt multiple
channels. We need to be able to
communicate with the customer in
which ever manner they prefer, and
increasingly that will be electronically
or digitally at a time convenient for
the customer. This will increasingly
include using the connectivity in the
car as a communication channel, such
that the vehicle (and, therefore,
customer) details are included in the
data package to avoid the customer
needing to ‘repeat’ that base
information”. 

He is also of the opinion that a
“further extension of vehicle apps
that connect the vehicle, customer
and solution provider is certainly part
of the next phase of customer
communication – it has to be all
about how we make the experience
simpler for the customer”.

Data sharing
However, players in the industry must
also respond to fundamental
consumer expectations around
security and data privacy. The Cap-
Gemini study (2015) generally
revealed motorists are willing to
share data. Around 80% of interested
consumers stated they would share
data under the right conditions, with
54% of customers who are interested
in connected vehicle features stating
they would share personal data if
they believed it is necessary for a
service. The survey established the
major reason for consumer
reluctance to use connected vehicles
included lack of trust over data
privacy. 

The aim of the new European Data
Protection Regulation, announced by
the European Commission in 2016, is
to harmonise current data protection
laws in place across the EU member
states. The fact it is a “regulation”
instead of a “directive” means it will
be directly applicable to all EU
member states without a need for
national legislation. EU member 

states are obliged to transpose it into
their national law by May 2018.

In essence, the regulation is a
modernisation of data protection
laws which were drawn up in the
1990s before the mass adoption of
the Internet throughout Europe. The
stated aim of the new law is to
strengthen the rights individual
consumers hold over their data and
to oblige companies to take the issue
of data protection far more seriously.
The legislation will apply to any
company that handles EU citizens'
data, even if that company is not
based in Europe. 

Individuals will have the right to
complain and obtain redress if their
data is misused anywhere within the
EU. 

There may well be particular
challenges for the automotive
industry with this new regulation as
more often than not OEMs and
retailers are separate legal entities
where customer data and opt ins are
being collected by both parties. 

According to James Mullock, partner
at Bird and Bird, the volume of data
collected over the next five years in
relation to vehicles and drivers by a
growing number of both traditional
automotive companies and non
automotive players, such as insurance
companies or breakdown operators,
will grow exponentially. Consequently
data protection will become even
more challenging. With a much
higher risk profile if legislation
regulations are not met in terms of
increased fines and the need to
report data breaches within 72 hours
to the appropriate regulator and the
individuals affected, there is much to
be put in place by the automotive
sector in terms of data protection
within the next couple of years. 
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“We need to be able to communicate with the
customer in which ever manner they prefer, and

increasingly that will be electronically or
digitally at a time convenient for the customer 

DAVID BADDELEY, VOLVO CARS 

“

• David Baddeley

                                              
Aftersales                            20%
Pricing/pricing of extras/       
add-ons available online     17%
Trade-in value of 
current vehicle                     16%
Finance options                   15%
Pre-sales advice
from online salesmen          12%
Model-specific details         11%
Pre-sales online 
information                           9%

FROM CAR BUYING TO CAR
OWNER AND USER, WHICH STAGE
IN YOUR JOURNEY PROVIDES THE
WEAKEST DIGITAL EXPERIENCE? 

of consumers 
would share 

data

80% 



Warranty reporting and the connected car

2017 will witness an important turning
point in terms of in-car connectivity,
with the number of embedded
systems from OEMs finally
overtaking tethered models.
Research from Ernst &
Young forecasts integrated
telematics will reach 88%
for new cars by 2025,
with tethered telematics
levelling out at around
28%. The EU is seen as
a region with huge
potential for the uptake
of telematics in cars. 

Telematics will increasingly
form the basis for predictive
maintenance, where the motorist is
automatically warned ahead of a
severe failure. This service can include
recommendations on how to deal with
the problem through the preferred
dealership. As diagnostics and
maintenance present a significant
overlap, the in-car system will indicate
a service is due and then book the car
in automatically. This could see a
drastic reduction in the amount of
time required for service handover,
allowing both customer and service
centre to make better use of their
time, something that is starting to
appear in the industry already. 

Predictive maintenance
The Mobility Roadmap for the UK
(2017) revealed that 19% of retailers
are already receiving information from
connected vehicles from the OEM.

However, with 81% not receiving any
information, there are plenty of
opportunities that still remain.

Nissan announced plans in
2016 to start providing

motorists with connected
service alerts.
Dealerships will be able
to carry out
diagnostics and access
details of the car’s
location as part of the
plans. The service will

be rolled out initially in
Japan and India during

2017, followed by other
countries through to 2020.

Senior officials claim that connectivity
services could help aftersales
contribute 25% to the company’s
overall revenues by 2022. Self-
reporting cars are now emerging with
Japanese manufacturer Hyundai
announcing in 2016 that it is to focus
on developing a self fixing car. The
Smart Remote Maintenance Service
will help to “remotely diagnose and fix
vehicle issues before they come
apparent”.

Pieter van Rosmalen, Retail Network
Solutions VP, at MSXi believes that
connected cars are seen as a game
changer in the industry in terms of
predictive maintenance and the
opportunities in terms of offering
bespoke packages to customers and
engendering improved loyalty.

In 2016 the European Commission
released a strategy statement on
connected vehicles, advocating that
by 2019 cars should be equipped with
digital systems to warn motorists
about traffic, road works, weather and
approaching emergency vehicles. The
Commission would then like new car
models to feature more advanced
information and systems. According
to Commission estimates, car costs
will rise drastically because of the new
technologies, but will level off by
2023. The total annual cost of new
technologies built into cars could
reach an estimated €1.25 billion by
2030. 

Research from Gartner (2015) suggests more than 250 million
connected cars will be on the global road network by the end of the
decade, allowing for new in-vehicle services and business models.
The European Commission is looking to have all cars fitted with
eCall by the end of 2018, effectively transforming every car in the EU
into a connected device. 

Niels Andersen, Chair of TC-ITS at
the European Telecoms Standards
Institute, concurs that cost is a major
obstacle in terms of enabling greater
car connectivity. The other major
issue, in his opinion, is whether in-car
connectivity will be viable over the 25
year lifetime of a car without further
costs being incurred in terms of
upgrading to higher frequency
coverage. 

The Commission strategy opposes
car manufacturers’ hopes of
potentially selling off motorists’
personal data to partner firms such
as entertainment providers. Mr
Rosmalen believes that as the
European Union is built on providing
a level playing field of competition,
OEMs will inevitably be forced to
start sharing data.

The Commission has said that data
sharing must comply with data
protection rules and will publish
guidance on this issue in 2018. The
EU executive’s transport policy unit is
also analysing whether to introduce
specific rules guaranteeing data
protection and internet connectivity
for cars by 2018.

Data sharing
The European Commission’s Building
a European Data Economy, released
in 2017, reveals a focus on broader
issues surrounding the connected car
network. Connected vehicle data is
high on the agenda with the
Commission intending to
focus on 4 main
challenges building on
several ongoing
connected cars
projects. This includes
the free flow of data,
access to data and
transfer of data, legal
responsibility for data
based products and data
portability and
interoperability. The aim is to
pave the way for new legislation to
achieve a Digital Single Market. 

The European Council for Motor
Trades and Repairers (CECRA) has
been asking for some time for equal
access to vehicle data and believes
that an “interoperable, standardised,
secure and open platform" is the
right way forward. Given that on-
board telematics systems are
currently designed so that only
manufacturers can directly access the

data generated by the vehicle,
CECRA believes that none of the
technical solutions currently
proposed by manufacturers
("extended vehicle" or "neutral
server") will remove this obstacle. It is
urging an European legislative
instrument requiring the adoption of
an "open telematics platform" (OTP).

With the emphasis on connected
vehicles and data sharing, how far
does current data coverage in terms
of 3G/4G/5G systems allow this?
Open Signal’s report on State of LTE
(2016) showed that 4G subscribers in
the Netherlands saw an LTE signal
84% of the time. Most of northern
Europe fares relatively well, however,
LTE coverage starts falling off
particularly in Western Europe, where
coverage hovers just above 50% in
several of the region’s largest
economies. An investigation by the
UK Government’s National
Infrastructure Commission (2016)
found 80% of rural areas had no 4G
coverage and the country is in 54th
position in global rankings for 4G,
with typical users able to access the
service only 53% of the time. Mr
Andersen agrees that licensing
agreements are presently based on
population coverage, generally
favouring improved connectivity in
urban over rural networks. 

Ford has recently revealed plans to
partner with Vodafone to install 4G

modems into its 2018 range of
vehicles, initially launching

in France, Germany, Italy,
Spain and the UK. The
modem will allow 4G
LTE connectivity over
wi-fi with up to 10
devices able to
connect
simultaneously. Ford

believes the connection
should be able to support

games and media streaming.
The system will also access

Ford’s Connect and FordPass
services, allowing drivers to remotely
lock and unlock their car doors and
check information including fuel, oil
levels, tyre pressure and battery-life.

Greater cover
5G will act as a key enabler for
connected cars and autonomous
vehicles as they will be able to
communicate vehicle-to-vehicle as
well as to surrounding buildings and
infrastructure. Considerable potential

also exists for what services 5G can
add inside the vehicle. A GSMA
report (2017) forecasts that
commercial 5G networks will begin to
be widely used at the start of the
next decade and, by 2025, will
provide coverage to a third of the
world’s population.

Examples are emerging of nascent
5G applications in Europe. In France,
Ericsson, Orange and PSA have
recently been conducting field trials
to test advanced applications for
connected vehicles. The initial phase
focused on two use scenarios in a
real environment. The next stages of
the Towards 5G initiative will look at
testing vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V),
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) and
vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P)
capabilities as well as establishing a
dedicated network slice to prioritise
intelligent transportation systems
(ITS). In the UK Vodafone is currently
testing 5G systems and establish ITS
in a bid to enable vehicles to talk to
each other and to roadside
infrastructures over greater distances. 

However, without widespread
coverage on the road traffic network,
the benefits of 5G are only likely to
be realised in urban areas in Europe
in the near term future. In late 2016
the 5GAA (5G Automotive
Association) was created, evidence
that the industry now realises that
the technology has the power to
revolutionise the automotive
aftersales sector.  Mr Andersen
predicts the motorist desire for
entertainment features is likely to be
the major catalyst for higher
frequency data coverage in terms of
car connectivity. 
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“Connected cars are seen as a game changer in
the industry in terms of predictive maintenance

and the opportunities in terms of offering
bespoke packages to customers 

PIETER VAN ROSMALEN, RETAIL NETWORK SOLUTIONS VP, MSXI 

“

• Pieter van Rosmalen of retailers are
already receiving
information from

connected 
vehicles

19%

Germany                    56.25%

UK                              53.02%

France                        50.75%

Italy                            56.53%

Spain                           59.17%

Netherlands               83.57%

Switzerland               68.83%

Sweden                      78.55%

Poland                       60.65%

Belgium                     65.67%

AVERAGE 4G CONNECTION
PERCENTAGE FOR MOBILE PHONES

5G roll-out 
begins

2020



Staffing for the future: training, recruitment and structure

The workshop of the future will
increasingly receive information
directly from the vehicle, so it can
schedule in advance the necessary
jobs as well as purchase the products
or spare parts required. The same
system can use analytics to access
insights about the state of the car and
alert the customer to potential issues.

As explained by Uwe Kruger,
innovation manager of TeleServices
BMW, speaking at the M2M Summit
(2015), connected services are able to
carry out remote diagnostics once
a service is booked, increasing
efficiency in the workshop
by allowing technicians to
prepare for the exact
level of service and
work required.

Advance notice
While connected
systems can send the
vehicle’s mileage and
engine hours to the
dealership prior to a service,
remote engine diagnostics are
not yet generally available, although
many manufacturers, for example,
Volvo are actively investigating this
area.

Consultants Frost & Sullivan suggest
that using over the air firmware
updates could lead to a 20% reduction
in the number of recalls, 30%
improvement in warranty accruals,
10% increase for warranty revenues
and 1%-2% better maintenance costs
in the next five years. 

In this context, the skill set of the
technician has already started to shift
emphasis. The role of the technician
has moved away from parts and oil to
becoming more diagnostic and that
will become more complicated as
vehicles take on more sophisticated
technology features. Additionally,
diagnostics on electric and plug-in
hybrid vehicles are often more time
consuming and difficult. The Institute

of Motor Industry has calculated that
there are 150 different jobs within an
automotive dealership and that a third
of those jobs will change significantly
over the next 10 years. 

Over-the-air
Ultimately, a connected system means
that some issues can be resolved by
issuing secure over-the-air firmware
updates to the vehicle. There is a
future scenario where DIY motorists
will be able to carry out repairs
themselves with the use of

augmented reality applications
with remote service

technicians showing
customers how to
perform simple
maintenance and repair
tasks. 

Technology is expected
to be increasingly used

within workshops to
reduce the risk of human

error. More widespread use
of virtual assistants in the

workshop environment is forecast
with technicians guided through
processes on an iPad, connected to
the DMS, to help in decision making as
well as accessing information about
stock availability.

The technology has already been
trialled by BMW’s Augmented Reality,
Volkswagen’s MARTA and Audi’s Cam
system. Augmented reality-based
tools guide the repair process and
reduce the risk of job failure.
Simultaneously, technicians at a
central hub can answer queries from
on-site technicians about more
complicated issues, via video
conference.

Teamwork
The structure of the workshop
environment is starting to change. For
example, in the UK, Volvo has now
introduced two person multi-skilled
teams into three quarters of its retailer
network. One technician takes on

Connected technologies and advanced on-board computing
systems, such as pioneered by BMW and Volvo, means the
traditional service pattern and traditional aftersales workshop is
already changing in nature. As Steve Nash, chief executive of the
Institute of Motor Industry, points out; dedicated programming bays
in dealer workshops are now widespread, compared with just five or
10 years ago. 

diagnostic work, while the other
undertakes standard maintenance
tasks. The result is a cut in standard
service time down from 54 minutes
to an average of 27 minutes.
Retailers can fit in more jobs, as well
as reduce courtesy car fleets and
collection and delivery spend. Volvo
claims putting two technicians on a
vehicle has improved the ‘right first
time, on time’ metric from 86% to
93%. Average workshop efficiency
has also improved by 7.5ppts to 93%.

In early 2017 Volvo announced plans
to increase its technical talent in the
UK by almost 50%, launching a
national recruitment drive for 300
new technicians to join its dealer
network by 2020. This drive will see,
on average, eight technicians per site
by 2020, with fast-track
development opportunities available
through web-based training and
one-to-one assessments.

Some retailers are improving
aftersales/workshop efficiency with
new technology. For example,
Gemini Systems’ TechMate, an
Android-based app which integrates
with dealer management systems,
allows technicians to use a digital job
card to clock on and off the
operations of a job sheet through a
tablet computer. Workshop control
and service advisers can assign
operations to a technician, with start
times and durations.

Skill changes
However, challenges exist across
Europe in terms of skills shortages
and skills mismatch in the workshop
sector. CLEPA (European
Association of Automotive Suppliers)
states that automotive suppliers in
total employ five million people in
Europe. As the European motor
industry continues to develop
innovations in areas such as
connectivity and hybridisation the
body believes new policy solutions
are needed to offset increasing skills
shortages in the sector. 

The European Sector Skills Council
for the Automotive Industry, set up
in 2015, is an 18-month project,
funded by the European Commission
DG Employment, aiming to establish
a networking platform with focus on
skills issues in the automotive sector
in terms of forecasting and
managing skills requirements. 

The existence of a skills mismatch
between the available workforce and
jobs in the EU is exacerbating the
problem. Employers in the
automotive sector are aware of the
need to recruit personnel that
are both technical
specialists and who also
possess team working
and problem solving
skills necessary for
rapid technological
change. 

Mr Nash agrees the
nature of the job is
changing fast. He
believes, however, that this
presents massive
opportunities for the industry in
terms of attracting people who
previously would never have
considered the automotive aftersales
sector as a career route. The industry
is moving into the high tech sphere

and Nash advocates that it needs to
be presented in that way in order to
bring in the calibre of staff needed.

Industry sources concur that a
broadening of skillset and experience
are needed. 

Paul Welander, Volvo SVP Human
Resources, Quality and Customer
Satisfaction, states: “The world of
connectivity is developing incredibly
fast, and we need talent that
understands the new ‘software’ of
the car industry as well as the
traditional ‘hardware.’” 

Barb Samardzich, Ford Europe’s
COO, explains that sourcing new
external skills will become more
commonplace as new technologies
become more important. “We don’t
have homegrown engineers who are
expert in connectivity and
autonomous vehicles so we look to
hire in specific capabilities to fill
those gaps. Typically this is coming
from very different industries,
including high-tech, consumer
electronics, and mobile
telecommunications.”

Regulation expectation
Independent research, as cited by the
IMI, shows that over 70% of the UK
public believes technicians in the
motor industry are already licenced
and were alarmed to hear that this is
not the case. Additionally, 90% think
a licence is essential for public safety
give the high tech nature of the
modern car. 

In this context, the IMI is currently
campaigning strongly for some form

of national licensing standards
in the profession. Mr Nash

believes that faced with a
paradigm shift in terms
of technology, it is only
appropriate going
forwards that motor
industry technicians
become regulated in
terms of professional

standards, particularly as
the drive to connected

and autonomous
technologies accelerates

further. 

He also believes that setting such
standards in the UK will lead this 
to take place across Europe as 
well.  
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“We don’t have
homegrown engineers

who are expert in
connectivity and

autonomous vehicles
so we look to hire in

specific capabilities to
fill those gaps.

Typically this is coming
from very different
industries, including
high-tech, consumer

electronics, and mobile
telecommunications 

BARB SAMARDZICH, COO, 

FORD EUROPE

“

• Steve Nash

think a licence is
essential for public
safety give the high
tech nature of the

modern car

90%  

Over the air
updates could lead

to a reduction in
recalls

20%  



ENGAGING EVERY

CUSTOMER EVERY TIME
Mobile technologies, social media and digitalization are transforming how people buy cars. As a result,

you may have only one chance to engage a new or returning customer. Significantly increase

your odds of success with MSX International’s comprehensive omnichannel solutions. We combine

the agility of the digital world with the strengths of traditional automotive retail to provide an

end-to-end customer experience. 

Based on years of extensive research and field experience, our advanced training methods and

proprietary technology tools optimize sales and service processes. Find out how you can create

a win-win situation for everyone in your retail network: www.msxi.com



Service network, sizes and locations

The connected car presents an
unprecedented opportunity for OEMs
and retailers to retain these
customers to the detriment of third
party providers. With alternative
collection and delivery options
becoming more standard, and a
strengthening independent
maintenance and repair sector, the
role and viability of the dealership, as
it presently exists, must surely be in
question.

Independent shift
The independent sector has
historically existed alongside
franchised retailers. However,
substantial changes in power train
technology and the increasingly
bespoke configuration of new car
engine systems could mean the
independent sector will be
increasingly disadvantaged. With
OEMs monopolising the new
technologies knowledge base, a
massive advantage will
accrue to franchised
dealer networks. 

In many markets,
dealer groups are
consolidating, creating
larger groups who are
finding scale benefits in
new areas, and opening
up a widening chasm
with many smaller local
players. Network
restructuring will bring more
diversity to franchised workshop
formats. Increasing technology will
place new investment demands on all
players, while potentially reducing
workshop visits for newer cars.

An SMMT report (2016) on the
automotive aftermarket revealed the
UK market is the fourth largest in
Europe (behind Germany, Italy and
France) by car parc size, with more
than 30 million vehicles in use
requiring regular servicing and
maintenance work, but the country is
set to overtake France to take third
place by 2022. 

The study also found UK franchised
retailers charge on average 65%
more for parts than the independent
sector, with labour rates also at a
much higher level. This is mainly
attributed to higher property
overheads and restrictions in part
options in the franchised network
which tend to place more emphasis
on customer and brand experience.
Ian Plummer, director of
manufacturer and agency at
AutoTrader, believes there are
massive opportunities for the
franchised network to develop
customer loyalty/brand experience
but stresses OEMs and retailers need
to align their interests to ensure that
the customer is at the forefront of
any future offering.

Aftermarket
One of the distinguishing features of
the UK aftermarket is the share taken

by the independent sector,
accounting for 64%,

compared to 56% and 52%
in Germany and France.
In fact, the proportion
of the UK market
served by independent
players is forecast to
rise to over 70% by
2022. Although

German and Italian
industries generate

higher revenue, consumers
are more loyal to OEM

franchised networks. 

Additionally, France and Germany are
home to domestic brands such as
Renault and BMW, which have a
greater share of franchised dealer
networks. In contrast, the UK market
features many international car
brands serviced by various franchises
and independent companies. 

Customer loyalty to domestic OEMs
such as BMW and Mercedes-Benz is
particularly high in Germany, while in
France independent sector growth is
impacted by higher regulatory costs
and taxes. 

Servicing generates large profits for OEMs through higher margin,
original parts sales. Traditionally, individual car owners were not
generally known to OEMs with the retailer controlling that
information. Once the warranty period expires, motorists habitually
move away from franchised retailers while used car customers tend
to favour independent, third party outlets. 

Despite improvements in dealer
profitability in recent years, pressure
on the viability and structure of
European dealer networks continue
to increase. The European Car
Distribution Handbook (2016),
published by ICDP, found that since
2009 European networks have been
contracting with an overall
reduction of around 10%. 

The organisation argues drastic
changes in the size of dealer
networks are critical in terms of
maintaining profitability. 

Competition from the independent
aftermarket contributes to a faster
rate of decline in service networks
than sales networks. The latest
study revealed motorists are
prepared to travel further to buy a
car than for an aftersales visit,
which could in the future result in
one sales point for every four
aftersales points compared with a
ratio of 1:2 presently. 

ICDP believes the reduced number
of traditional main dealers and a
need to maintain relatively shorter
drive time requirements for
aftersales needs is likely to require
more standalone service points and
innovations such as rapid service
options and mobile mechanics. This
may result in service networks
changing marginally in the overall
number of points, or even
increasing due to lower capacity at
individual locations. To further
reduce costs, or to free up more
space for larger showrooms, groups
will be looking at the viability of
separate, multi-franchise aftersales
facilities backed by collection and
delivery.

Retention
In early 2017 Nissan’s VP aftersales,
Vincent Wijnen, speaking at a
conference, stated “the role of our
dealers is changing”. Mr Wijnen
claimed connected car techology
and personalisation would
help to buck a trend
which has seen Europe’s
aftersales industry
shrink by 4% in 2015
and 5% in 2016 but
would hopefully
defeat forecasts of a
further 6% fall in 2017.
It is hoped Nissan’s
new connected
technology could help
boost customer retention
in aftersales to 55%, from its
current 49%, for the brand’s 10-year
car parc in Europe. 

Some analysts believe a significant
shift in the structure of the service
network is on the horizon. A critical
feature of this shift will entail the
separation of delivery and fulfilment
networks for aftersales service. For
example, workshops in lower cost
locations could be used to
consolidate service demand for a
wider customer base, fed by pick up
and delivery points in convenient
customer locations such as near
public transport hubs or shopping
centres. 

Mr Plummer strongly concurs with
this, stating there will be different
customer expectations of service in
the future with motorists requiring
their car to be picked up from the
home/office to be serviced and then
delivered back again. While the car is
at the workshop, technicians will be
filming the service, sending the video
to the customer, showing which new

parts are needed, so involving the
client in a far more engaged manner
than has been the case to date and
in the process “bringing in far more
transparency and trust as far as the
consumer is concerned”. 

Hyundai UK CEO Tony
Whitehorn, speaking in

early 2017, said his aim to
see the dealer network
more widely reach a
RoS figure closer to 2%
will be boosted by
increasing aftersales
revenues. 

A growing car parc and
greater use of workshop

time will bring rewards, with the
network’s retail workshop hours
rising 4% year on year in 2016.
According to Whitehorn: “Some of
our dealers are very efficient in their
workshop operations, but still leave
too much slack in the day. One thing
we are keeping an eye on is service
capacity and, really, this sort of thing
needs to change. The workshops
need to be fully utilised whenever
possible.” 

He believes that in the not too
distant future motorists will want to
see workshops opening all day on
weekends with customers, for
example, able to drop off their car at
night and collect it again fully
serviced early the next morning. 

According to David Baddeley,
operations director, Volvo Cars: “The
role of a manufacturer’s franchised
network is to ensure that it has the
flexibility to adapt to changing
technology and service expectations,
as the customer will determine, as
ever, who they choose to have their
car serviced and repaired with.” 

In this context the company has
introduced schemes such as Volvo
Personal Service where technicians
work in teams meaning the service
can be completed within an hour
with customers offered a waiting
lounge with refreshments and wifi.
Additionally, all Volvo owners will
soon have their very own permanent
Personal Service Technician who will
be charged with the whole process
from booking appointments to
carrying out the service. The key
needs for the future will rest with
customer focus and flexibility. 
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• Ian Plummer

European 
networks have 

been contracting
with an overall
reduction of 

around 

10%  

“There are massive opportunities for the
franchised network to develop customer
loyalty/brand experience but OEMs and

retailers need to align their interests 
IAN PLUMMER, DIRECTOR OF MANUFACTURER AND AGENCY,

AUTOTRADER

“

market served
by independent

players is forecast
to rise to over

70%  



How advanced vehicle technology will alter servicing

After slow growth, European electric
car sales are now starting to rise
more significantly, according to
recent figures from the European
Automobile Manufacturers
Association. Sales of
battery powered cars
jumped by 38% in the
first quarter of 2017
alone compared with a
rise of 2.9% for full
year 2016. A report
from ING Bank
(claimed by some as
over optimistic)
forecasts all new cars sold
in Europe by 2035 will be
electric, boosted by government
support, falling battery costs and
economies of scale. Data from Urban
Science (2017) shows electric vehicle
owners are more likely to use
franchised retailers for service
options. Managing director Paul
Dillamore believes as electric vehicle
sales increase, the urgency of the
independent repairers to take part of
the market will increase. Franchised
retailers must work hard to establish
a compelling point of difference in
order to maintain retention rates.

Autonomous cars
Autonomous driving is set to
become the next major battleground
for the car industry. The six levels of
automation, defined under
international standards by the
Society of Automotive Engineers,
range from no automation to full
automation. Most car manufacturers
estimate the first highly, to fully,
automated vehicles will launch in
Europe between 2020 and 2025.
Lynne Goulding, senior analyst
foresight at Arup, estimates the
availability of fully autonomous
vehicles (level 5) to purchase, ranges
from three to 13 years. Additionally,
most of the potential benefits will
only be noteworthy when
autonomous vehicles become
common and affordable (between
2040 and 2060).

The EU already has a background of
investing in research projects
focusing on automated driving.
Examples include the EU funded
CityMobil 1 and 2, showing the use of
robotic vehicles for shuttle services

in an urban environment. Sweden
plans to allow 100 autonomous cars
to be used on public roads in

Gothenburg in 2017. The UK
government is already

backing early trials of
autonomous vehicles

(AVs) and plans to
establish the country as
a leader in driverless
car technology, with
the SMMT claiming it
could be worth more

than £50bn annually to
the UK economy by

2030. It is no wonder that
vehicle manufacturers are

keen to reap the benefits of this
new technology. Various studies
show the potential economic impact
forecast for automated driving
reaching €71 billion in 2030. 

Consumer caution
Consumer acceptance, however, of
driverless cars remains cautious.
Deloitte (2016) polled more than
22,000 respondents in 17 global
markets. The results suggested UK
consumers are sceptical about the
safety of such vehicles with almost
three quarters stating they believe
fully self driving cars will not be safe.
Almost 60% stated they do not want
the government to allow fully self
driving cars to be sold in the next
five years. 

Advanced vehicle technology, more specifically driverless vehicles
and electric cars, has the potential to significantly alter servicing
patterns in the future.

A study by the London School of
Economics and Goodyear (2016) in
11 European countries found more
than half of UK drivers feel worried
about sharing the roads with
driverless vehicles, significantly
above the average (39%) in other
countries surveyed. This relates to
the finding that 83% of UK survey
respondents feared “autonomous
cars could malfunction”, compared
to 71% in the 10 other countries.

There are substantial issues
surrounding liability/insurance. If a
driverless car can never be
responsible for a crash unless the
technology fails, will it be the OEM
who is liable or potentially the
retailer who services the vehicle? 
Certainly, in the retailer context, the
driverless car could be programmed
to turn up for its regulation service
whether the ‘passive driver’ wanted
this or not. The European Transport
Safety Council (2016) recommended
“automated vehicles are regularly
tested to evaluate safety
performance, within the framework
of regular roadworthiness tests,
linked to reporting, some of which
could be based on self-diagnosis”.

Safety service
A proliferation in driverless vehicles
represents an opportunity for OEMs.
The safety-critical character of AV
technologies means motorists are
likely to prefer the use of
manufacturers when it comes to
maintaining and repairing such
systems. McKinsey research (2015)
showed nearly 60% of customers
would follow their vehicle’s
recommendations for service
locations. Combined with the
benefits of a larger aftersales
revenue stream, OEMs and
franchised retailers will have a
strong incentive to service these
vehicles, particularly if regulators
ultimately force them to take on the
lion’s share of the responsibility/risk
associated with crashes caused by

AV technical failures. Just as
autonomous vehicles would logically
drive themselves to the nearest
available charging point when they
run low, Mr Dillamore believes they
will drive themselves to a service
point when they are in need of
repair. 

With Ford announcing intentions for
a Level 4 autonomous mass market
vehicle to be available through ride-
sharing initiatives by 2021, volume
servicing of autonomous vehicles
could occur within five years.
Additionally, Ms Goulding believes to
ensure vehicle safety, it is likely
critical components, such as sensors
and navigation systems, will need to
meet high standards and therefore
be fairly expensive. 

Driverless cars offer substantial
opportunities for retailers. For
example, if sensors identify that a
component is heavily worn or a
system is likely to fail, will the car
allow an owner or passenger to still
use it, or will it refuse to go
anywhere except to a workshop for
repairs? If it has been
programmed to do the latter,
then franchised
workshops could be
guaranteed a steady
revenue source. 
Instead of replacing
broken parts
damaged as a result
of a collision, over the
air upgrades might be
required to ensure the
technologies in the
vehicle remain safe and
simple to use. Given the fact
many of these cars will be self-
diagnosing and able to transmit
details ahead of time, retailers may
be able to schedule appointments
for upgrade work more easily but
must also increase supply chain
efficiencies to ensure motorists’
demands can be met.

Time saving
If vehicles are able to drive
themselves for service
appointments, there are massive
time saving implications for both
motorists, retailers and fleet
operators. At the JD Power
Automotive Forum (2016) Google
Self-Driving Car chief executive
John Krafcik reassured retailers:
“Self-driving cars are going to be
more expensive physical assets, so

we’re going to find a way to use
them more…I think there are going
to be positive implications for a lot
of dealers…and for OEMs.”  

He believes driverless cars will cover
more than 150,000 miles annually
compared with the current 13,500
average meaning more frequent
servicing patterns. 

In contrast, Ms Goulding points out
fewer accidents will impact on the
market for repairs and parts. New
material technologies could allow
for stronger and lighter
components, resulting in less need
for repair. While lithium batteries for
electric vehicles are likely to become
cheaper and smaller, they will still
require replacement at some stage,
which could add to the cost of
servicing. Additionally a move away
from the traditional combustion
engine will affect the serviceable
area of a vehicle as electric cars will
be cheaper and quicker to service
with fewer consumables. 

However, driverless vehicles will not
completely remove the need for

physical servicing of areas
such as brakes and

steering, and
maintenance will
continue to be
required. Tyres, brakes
and discs will still have
to be changed until
sensors become more

sophisticated and
widespread. An ability

to understand wear and
tear through sensors would

then change the serviceable
areas. 

Greater use of robots in the service
bay could have the potential to
further automate servicing patterns,
cutting costs for the OEM/retailer.
Robotics promise dramatic
improvements in productivity,
consistency and safety for dealer
service and parts operations. The
technology potentially could
transform the way service
technicians do their jobs. However,
in its current form robotics
technology is simply too cost
prohibitive. A recent Automation
report from McKinsey forecast there
may well be up to 10 more years of
incremental improvement before
automation pilots are seen in the
workshop. 
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“Autonomous
vehicles will drive
themselves to a

service point when
they are in need of

repair 
PAUL DILLAMORE, MANAGING

DIRECTOR, URBAN SCIENCE

“

• Lynne Goulding

                                              
2015                     36%         64%
2022                     29%         71%
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INDEPENDENT AFTERMARKET
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follow their vehicle’s
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Will parts supply remain unchanged?

Ken Cumming, profit consultant at ASE,
believes the business of parts has
traditionally been viewed as the poor
relation or second tier of aftersales
ranking behind service in many
dealerships. Minimal focus has been
given by senior management to this
topic.  

However, there is now an emerging
increased focus on parts optimisation in
the trade. Dealer management systems
are linked to supply chain systems so
parts can be easily located and
identified through the entire chain.
Although stock turn has dramatically
improved, he believes further serious
investment is needed by OEMs in this
area. 

The appearance of autonomous
vehicles is likely to exert an enormous
impact on the automotive parts and
components sector. The OEM segment
will demand more and different
products from their suppliers and may

increase its market share in the
aftermarket because of the

specific know-how which
comes with this software.

Additionally, the testing
system for vehicles is likely
to be adjusted and
emissions will be measured
more realistically. This means

the demand for efficient
engines and lightweight parts

will further increase. On top of
this, since OEMs need to comply

with more regulations, their parts
suppliers will have to deal with the same
legislation.

Self-diagnosing vehicles will also
change the nature of parts distribution.
Manufacturers and aftermarket
providers will be able to forecast more
accurately, due to advance notifications
about what parts might be required and
where. This will increase the ability to
fulfil consumer and commercial demand
efficiently and support with stock
management in place throughout the
operation. Mr Cumming sees this as a
natural evolution of the supply chain – if
cars are able to self diagnose, this
means they can proceed to identify and

order parts that are needed. Peter
Woodward, director at Aftermarket
Solutions, agrees connected cars will
make it easier to order parts and OEMs
could make a stronger bid to keep that
market. Particularly in the warranty
period OEMs have a significant
opportunity to retain their parts
business with the rise in connected car
penetration. 

Market shift
A McKinsey report The Changing
Aftermarket Game undertaken for
CLEPA – European Association of
Automotive Suppliers (2017) reveals
roughly 50% of revenues derive from
wear and tear parts, followed by crash
relevant parts, diagnostic products,
services and other parts. In the future it
is expected the growth of wear and tear
parts will slow due to increasing part
quality, e-mobility and price pressures.
Growth will come instead from
diagnostics and new services where
growth rates are projected to be
roughly three percentage points above
the average for the aftermarket as a
whole. 

The traditional bread and butter parts
business is starting to disappear
according to Mr Cumming. The advent
of electric and hybrid cars will change
the game further as parts that have
been historically relied on are no longer
essential. The removal of traditional
parts such as the combustion engine
and gearbox combined with the
emergence of new modules such as
batteries will change the nature of parts
inventories significantly in future years.
Equally, the electrification of cars will
result in the adaptation of parts such as
brakes and steering systems. 

The emergence of huge independent
suppliers, for example, LKQ is already
changing the competitive landscape of
parts supply in Europe. The McKinsey
report predicts more consolidation
among parts distributors as the market
matures further combined with the
need to reach critical mass and leverage
economies of scale. Parts distributors as
well as buying groups are pursuing M&A
to increase their size and establish an
international footprint.

In mature markets, including Europe and the US, estimates suggest
the parts business is increasingly the main driver of profits,
accounting for between 25% and 40% of OEM profit margins and
accounting for up to a third of OEM revenues. However, the parts
supply business is changing rapidly. 

Following the USA
Consolidation levels in Europe are likely
to follow the example of the US market,
where the top four wholesalers hold a
market share of around 40%. In the
past few years, the European parts
distribution landscape has seen major
transactions, for example, the
acquisition of Trost by Wessels + Müller
in 2015. There has been a strong push
by private equity (PE) companies into
the aftermarket sector. As of 2017, PE
players had invested in five of the top
10 distributors in Europe, including
Alliance Automotive, Euro Car Parts,
and Rhiag. In addition, North American
wholesalers are aggressively looking for
growth opportunities in Europe. US
based LKQ has been investing for years
in European parts distributors, while
Canadian Uni-Select has just recently
started expanding into Europe with its
acquisition of The Parts Alliance in the
UK.

Mr Woodward believes OEMs have
generally been slow to react to the
advent of the independent sector,
particularly in terms of the nationally
organised groups such as LKQ and The
Parts Alliance. This means the nature of
parts supply will inevitably change. He
cites the example of VW and its TPS

operation as one of the only
programmes able to stand up to the
competition presented by the super-
group independent suppliers. He feels
for parts that are unique, and can only
be supplied from the OEM, then they
will keep their edge. However, for more
common parts such as brakes, it is to
be expected dealers will at a local level
be competing increasingly with
independent factors. 

Mr Cumming believes the super-group
independent suppliers also benefit
from sharing of platforms which is
opening up the parts market to super
factors such as LKQ. The more
components and technology that is
shared across a number of brands the

more the OEM share is likely to be
eroded by such independent players. 

Online
An SMMT report, from 2016, on the
automotive aftermarket revealed the
UK features the highest penetration of
online retail for automotive
parts/services at 7%. Germany and
France show shares of 5% and 4%
respectively. Traditional players,
including Euro Car Parts and The Parts
Alliance, are responding to the trend
and have introduced their own e-
commerce channels. 

The report also points to the
emergence of Amazon and eBay as
key players with an estimated 10%
share of the £800 million online UK
automotive parts/service sector. As a
projection of future trends, estimates
suggest e-commerce auto parts sales
in the US grew 16% during 2016 to
reach US$7.4 billion. Frost & Sullivan
(2015) has forecast online B2C sales of
automotive parts and accessories are
expected to become a US$20 billion
business by 2020 in North America and
Europe, an estimated 10% penetration
rate within overall aftermarket. 

The McKinsey report (2017) forecasts
the e-commerce share of parts sales in
Europe will increase to between 20% to
30% by 2035, a level at which it is likely
to level out. On the other hand, more
challenging parts, for example,
windshields and airbags, which are
difficult to transport or which are part
of complex workshop processes, will
continue to be sold primarily via
traditional OEM or IAM wholesale
channels.

The future of parts supply in Europe is
likely to change considerably over the
next decade with OEMs increasingly
challenged by the rise of the super
independent supplier and the inevitable
intensification of e-commerce retail
channels. 
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“The more components and technology that is
shared across a number of brands the more the

OEM share is likely to be eroded by such
independent players 

KEN CUMMING, PROFIT CONSULTANT, ASE

“

• Ken Cumming
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FULLY SELF-DRIVING CARS WILL NOT BE SAFE – 73%

TRAVELING IN A FULLY SELF-
DRIVING CAR WILL BE A
POSITIVE EXPERIENCE – 51%

A FULLY SELF-DRIVING CAR
WILL FREE UP MY TIME SO I
CAN FOCUS ON OTHER
ACTIVITIES – 49%

AN ESTABLISHED TRACK RECORD ON SELF-
DRIVING CARS BEING USED ON THE STREETS
SAFELY – 63%

GOVERNMENT
REGULATION/APPROVAL
OF SELF-DRIVING
CARS – 48%

VEHICLE IS
OFFERED BY A
BRAND YOU
TRUST – 44%

A FRIEND OR
NEIGHBOUR
USING ONE –
37%

UK CONSUMER VIEWS ON DRIVERLESS VEHICLES

Consumer opinion on fully self-driving vehicles 

Factors making consumers trust fully
self-driving vehicles

Source: 2016 and 2014 Global automotive consumer
survey, Deloitte
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Parts Wholesale business has the potential to increase your operation parts turnover and 

profitability significantly. 

 

The Solution that will help you identify the total opportunity of parts wholesales, 

recommend and implement the winning strategy to operate in this channel, maximising 

revenues and return on investment to your business. 

MSXI experts, processes and technology will support you in implementing best in class 

parts distribution service levels, dynamic pricing strategies, effective prospection plans and 

promotional activities to increase your business market penetration and revenues. Find out 

more about our innovative solutions for global automotive clients: www.msxi.com

TURBO STRATEGIES  
FOR PARTS WHOLESALE


